
There should be at least four Property Pin that are marked with wooden stakes that have 
one of the approved ribbon colors tied at the top of the wooden stake to make it as visible 
as possible.

There should be at least four Envelope Corners that are marked with wooden stakes topped 
with a ribbon tied at the top of the wooden stake to make it as visible as possible. These 
may be squared o� showing the furthest envelope point in each direction.

Standard wood survey stakes should be used for all point marking. This includes, Property 
Pins, Envelope Corners and Turning Points in the 5 Foot O�set Ribbon.

This is a continuously ribboned area that is 5 feet out from the future foundation footprint 
and hard surface areas and should follow all of the contours. Upon receiving an approved 
site inspection you may clear all vegetation within this 5 Foot O�set. 
*NOTE:  Even bald lots require a site inspection to check additional items some of which include 
the placement of the homes is correct on the lot and that the driveway does not interfere with 
any inlets, light poles, etc. 
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*NOTE:
To ensure high visibility, only the four 
following survey ribbon colors are 
allowed. 
YELLOW, PINK, ORANGE & WHITE.
Lots which are ribboned with any other 
colored ribbon will not be inspected 
and a $50 re-inspection fee will be 
charged for the next inspection. You 
may use one or all four colors to ribbon 
your lot. It is not necessary to use a 
di�erent color survey ribbon for each 
type of marking. The colors used in this 
exhibit are for visualization and 
example purposes only.
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EXHIBIT “A” -  GUIDELINES FOR SURVEY RIBBONING BEFORE A SITE INSPEC TION

Each lot must have it’s own Builder 
Sign which should be located in an 
unobstructed area just behind the 
front property line and be �lled 
out in permanent black marker to 
avoid quick fading in the sun or 
large black vinyl lettering.


